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NEWS FROM BRUSSELS  
 
 

FREIGHT FORWARDERS’ FORUM 2014: DID YOU ALREADY REGISTER?   
 

CLECAT’s annual Freight Forwarders Forum addressing ‘the Future 
of Logistics; challenges and solutions explored’ will take place at 
the World Customs Organisation on the 6th November.    
 
The Forum will include key note speeches from policy makers in 
the EC and EP, including Fotis Karamitsos, Deputy Director-

General, Coordination of Directorates C & D European Commission, Gesine Meissner, Member 
of the European Parliament and Jeroen Eijsink, CEO DHL Freight Germany. 
  
For more information and REGISTRATION see the CLECAT WEBSITE.  
 

ELP- EVENT ON "FUTURE ACTIONS ON FREIGHT LOGISTICS'  
 

The ELP will organize its next lunch meeting in the 
European Parliament on the 14th October hosted by Wim 
van de Camp, MEP and Member of the Transport and 
Tourism Committee.  
 
Speakers from SAP and DHLDP and the European 

Commission will review the results of the work of the High Level Group on Logistics.  
 
The forum will debate how European institutions can provide the right framework conditions 
to support logistics companies in facing these challenges and enable them to further grow and 
safeguard the EU competitive position in the global market? Building on the recommendations 
of the High Level Group on Logistics and further calls from industry to move ahead, the ELP 
will debate steps mapping out the way forward for the logistics industry and the EU. 
 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION NOMINEES GRILLED BY EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 

The European Parliament this week commenced its hearings of the Commissioners-designate 
appointed by the incoming President of the European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker. Each 
of the 26 nominees is questioned by the relevant parliamentary committee(s), who then 
decide on whether to approve the nomination. 

http://www.clecat.org/component/rsform/form/9-fff-2014-registration.html
http://www.clecat.org/news-events/events/423-freight-forwarders-forum-2014.html
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CLECAT attended the hearing of the Commissioner-designate for Transport, Maroš Šefčovič, 
on 30 September. Mr Šefčovič demonstrated a comprehensive knowledge of the transport 
brief, as well as underlining his social-democratic credentials by promising to pay greater 
attention to the social dimension of transport policy. This contrasts with his predecessor, Siim 
Kallas, who has pursued a much more market-liberal approach, often putting himself at odds 
with the European Parliament. 

Questions from MEPs focused on a range of issues, including the future of the Fourth Railway 
Package, Cabotage, infrastructure funding and the implementation of the Single European 
Sky. Mr Šefčovič repeatedly mentioned his aims of ensuring simplification, clarification and 
better enforcement of EU legislation, rather than a commitment to extensive new proposals. 

Pierre Moscovici, the Commissioner-designate for Economic and Financial Affairs, Taxation 
and Customs Union, was questioned by MEPs on 2 October, but the hearing focused 
overwhelmingly on the economic side of his portfolio. Some MEPs later complained that little 
attention was given to customs and taxation, besides recognition that implementation of the 
Union Customs Code will be an important part of his remit. 

Hearings continue into next week, after which point MEPs will vote on whether to accept the 
proposed Commission. Questions remain over Mr Moscovici’s confirmation, with some 
centre-right MEPs wary of the French socialist’s ability to oversee strict EU budgetary rules. 

Video highlights of the hearings are available on the EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT SITE as well as from 
HTTP://EPHEARINGS2014.EU/ 
  

MARITIME 
 
DANISH GOVERNMENT DECISION TO BOOST AIR QUALITY AT SEA   
 
T&E Bulletin reported this week the Danish government decision to allocate DKK 7 million 
(around €940,000) to boost air quality at sea. The money will be used to control that ships 
operating in Emission Control Area (the Baltic Sea, the North Sea, the English Channel and the 
200 nautical miles wide belt along the coasts of the USA and Canada) comply with the new air 
quality legislation.  
 
The new regulation on emission of sulphur coming into force on 1 January 2015 entails 
cleansing technology or low sulphur content in fuel (from 1.0% to 0.1%) for ships operating in 
Emission Control Area. 
 
According to Ecocouncil NGO, who lobbied for Denmark to make this money available, the 
reason behind the Danish government decision to proper enforce the new air quality 
regulation was concerns of distortion of competition from ship owners choosing not to comply 
with the new regulations. 
 
The Danish Shipowners’ Association is concerned about the new regulation on emission of 
sulphur which leads to serious unfair competition if shipping companies operating in Emission 
Control Area are not willing to comply with the new regulation. For more information: 
Shipping enforcement breakthrough 
Sources: T&E Bulletin October 2014  

http://europarltv.europa.eu/en/home.aspx
http://ephearings2014.eu/
http://www.transportenvironment.org/news/shipping-enforcement-breakthrough
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CMA CGM ANNOUNCES LOW-SULPHUR FEE PLANS 
 
Shippers are beginning to get a better idea of the increased costs they will face next year, as 
container carriers begin to detail their plans for special bunker surcharges in light of the 
requirement that ships burn cleaner fuel.    Starting in January, vessels in so-called emission 
control areas in North America and parts of North Europe (including the Baltic Sea, North Sea 
and the English Channel) will be subject to new fuel-burn restrictions. The requirements will 
lower the maximum allowed content of sulfur in fuel burned to 0.1 percent sulfur from today’s 
1 percent.      
 
CMA CGM has confirmed that it will implement a ‘Low Sulphur Surcharge’ on all its trades in 
the Emission Control Areas (ECAs) from 1 January 2015.   The level of the surcharge varies 
from US$15 for a 20-ft container from the east coast of Mexico to Northern Europe or the 
Mediterranean, up to $300 for a 40-ft container from Scandinavia or Northern Europe to the 
US Gulf and Charleston.   
 
Other lines, including MSC, Maersk, Hapag Lloyd, and OOCL, have also warned of surcharges 
from next year for services passing through ECAs, which include the Baltic Sea, North Sea, 
English Channel and North American shores, where requirements to use fuel with a sulphur 
content of 0.1% come into force, compared with today’s 1% limit.  
 
MSC’s charges will also vary dramatically depending on the trade lane, with the charge from 
Asia to northwest Europe on its Lion/Silk services totalling $15 per teu, while on services from 
the Baltic to the US, where the vessels would enter the ECAs in both Europe and North 
America, the charge is a lot higher at $130 per teu, according to Lloyd’s List. The highest 
charge comes on services between Canada and the Baltic where it reaches $165 per teu.  
 
Maersk has warned that it expects that the additional cost to customers in affected trades 
would be between $50 and $150 per 40-ft container to and from main ports, depending on 
transit time inside emission control areas and whether touching emission control areas at both 
origin and destination. 
 
Source: Lloyd’s Loading List 
 

US FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION SPLIT OVER 2M ALLIANCE 

 
The US Federal Maritime Commission will decide  next week whether to allow the 2M alliance 
between Maersk Line and MSC, with two top officials prepared to vote to stop the clock at the 
last minute if their concerns are not fully addressed.  While FMC staff have recommended that 
2M is given the go-ahead, the five commissioners have the final say and there is no unanimity 
at this late stage.  
 
Although senior executives from the two lines flew to Washington recently for face-to-face 
meetings with the FMC in an effort to allay any outstanding worries and so prevent a delay to 
the authorisation process, there is still a risk that the 45-day review period could be halted 
before the October 10 deadline.  
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Should that happen, the two companies would be asked to provide further information, with a 
new 45-day period starting once the responses had been submitted.  
 
Commissioners William Doyle and Richard Lidinsky have publicly stated that they are inclined 
to call for the review to be stopped, but a majority vote would be required to suspend the 
process. Those commissioners who are still not convinced will now be questioning FMC staff 
before making their final decision, probably next week just before the 45-day review is due to 
end.  They want to be sure that 2M really is a straightforward vessel-sharing agreement, with 
no hidden powers.  
 
Source: Lloyd’s Loading List 
 

RAIL  
 

EU STATISTICS SHOW LITTLE INTERMODALITY IMPROVEMENT 

Eurostat, the European Commission’s statistical body, has released DATA showing that EU 
initiatives to better integrate and improve connectivity between road, rail and waterways 
have failed to yield any significant results. 

In 2012, 74,5% of freight travelled by road in the EU28, a level that “has remained almost 
unchanged since 2007,” according to the report. Shares of rail (18.6%) and inland waterways 
(6.9%) in freight transport also barely budged over the period.  

Road transport had a share of over 90% of freight in Cyprus, Malta, Ireland, Greece and Spain, 
while rail dominated in the Baltic states. Ten European member states, including Malta and 
Portugal, do not utilise or have inland waterways. 

Within the EU28, Romania appears to have achieved the best balance between the various 
modes of transport, with roads, rail and inland waterways each representing about one third 
of freight. The data suggests that longstanding EU efforts to improve intermodality, or the use 
of “at least two different transport modes in an integrated manner”, have yielded little 
results.  

Speaking on behalf of the Community of European Railway and Infrastructure Companies 
(CER), Executive Director Libor Lochman told EurActiv that he was not surprised by the lack of 
progress. Insufficient investments in infrastructure, including maintenance and upgrades and 
the building the “last miles” between rail networks and freight customers (factories, etc.) and 
of intermodal terminals, are insufficient. For example, the quality of some tracks in Eastern 
Europe is poor, whereas tracks that ensure punctual, reliable transport are key for 
competitiveness with other modes of transport, Lochman explained. On the positive side, he 
noted that CEF granted an almost equal share of funding for road and rail projects. Another 
barrier to rail development is the patchwork of national administrative rules that complicate 
cross-border travel and increase the cost of rail freight. The gradual adoption of EU technical 
specification rules should eventually remove that obstacle, however. 

A third reason for the status quo stems from the need to level the playing field between road 
and rail. Distance-based charging, and the integration of external expenses such as pollution 
costs, are currently not applied to road transport. These measures, which were already 

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_PUBLIC/7-01102014-AP/EN/7-01102014-AP-EN.PDF
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envisaged in the 2001 white paper, could be the subject of EU regulation, according to the 
trade body. “The opening of the rail market to competition has already happened, but it will 
not deliver unless these three barriers are removed,” the CER Executive Director concluded. 

Source: EUROACTIV article 2/10/14 

 

NEW ERA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR APPOINTED     
 

Mr.  Josef Doppelbauer, former Chief Technical Officer 
at Bombardier Transportation and Chairman of ERRAC, 
was appointed on 30 September in Lille by the 
Administrative Board of the European Railway Agency 
(ERA) as the new ERA Executive Director, succeeding 
the current Director Marcel Verslype who was 
appointed as Executive Director of the European 
Railway Agency in 2004 and renewed his mandate in 
2009. Mr. Doppelbauer will take on his new role on   
January 2015. 

Doppelbauer (right) and Andersson (left)    

 
For more information: NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR APPOINTED 

 

ROAD 
 
CLECAT CALLS ON EC TO DEALWITH PROTECTIONIST MEASURES IN EU ROAD TRANSPORT  
 
Early this week CLECAT send a letter to Mr Christian Hedberg, Head of Unit of Land Transport 
DG MOVE, expressing its concern about the recent national protectionist measures by a 
number of member states and enquiring about the future Commission steps on this matter.  
 
CLECAT enquired on how the Commission reconciles its recent clear position (SEE KALLAS REPLIES 

TO MEP VAN DALEN) with regard to the interpretation of Article 8 of Regulation (EC) 
No 561/2006 with new national regulations appearing in various Member States.  
Commissioner Kallas has recently noted that Article 8(8) of Regulation (EC) No 561/2006 
provides that drivers may choose to spend their daily rest periods and reduced weekly rest 
periods away from base in the vehicle, as long as this vehicle has suitable sleeping facilities 
and is stationary. 
 
CLECAT stressed that the French and Belgian stringent interpretation of Regulation (EC) 
561/2006 is worrying a large part of the transport sector, including the freight forwarding 
industry.  
French hauliers threaten roadblocks after tax talks fail roadblock  
 
France’s four leading road haulage associations, including TLF,  have announced in a joint 
statement that they have broken off negotiations with the government on a new version of a 
proposed HGV tax.   The initial version of the truck levy was set to be introduced from the 
beginning of this year but was postponed amid violent protests, particularly in Brittany. A new 
version has been the object of negotiations for the past few months.   The hauliers trade 

http://www.euractiv.com/sections/transport/eurostat-intermodal-freight-standstill-308857
http://www.era.europa.eu/Communication/News/Pages/New-Executive-Director-elected.aspx
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=E-2014-005884&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=E-2014-005884&language=EN
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bodies have voiced their “total opposition” to the tax in whatever form and called on 
members to take action, which observers believe is likely to lead to the blocking of roads from 
next week. 
 

FRENCH HAULIERS THREATEN ROADBLOCKS AFTER TAX TALKS FAIL  

France’s four leading road haulage associations have announced in a joint statement that they 
have broken off negotiations with the government on a new version of a proposed HGV tax.   
The initial version of the truck levy was set to be introduced from the beginning of this year 
but was postponed amid violent protests, particularly in Brittany. A new version has been the 
object of negotiations for the past few months.   The hauliers trade bodies have voiced their 
“total opposition” to the tax in whatever form and called on members to take action, which 
observers believe is likely to lead to the blocking of roads from next week. 
 
 

AIR 
 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION DECISION ON STATE AID FOR AIRPORTS AND AIRLINES 

The European Commission announced on 1 October a series of decisions regarding public 
funding for airports and airlines in Belgium, Germany, Italy and Sweden. In particular, the 
Commission has concluded that the airports of Zweibrücken (Germany) and Charleroi 
(Belgium) received state aid which was incompatible with EU rules and must now be 
recovered. In addition, the Commission has opened an in-depth investigation concerning state 
financial support granted to certain airlines flying from Bruxelles-National airport (Zaventem), 
particularly Brussels Airlines. The decisions are based on the Commission's new guidelines on 
state aid to airports and airlines adopted in February 2014 

In the case of the Zweibrücken airport in Germany, the Commission found that both 
investment aid and operating aid paid to the airport manager since 2000 are incompatible 
with the Single Market, as it duplicates the underperforming, nearby Saarbrücken airport. The 
Commission also considers that aid to Charleroi airport in Belgium has been excessive, giving 
the airport a significant competitive advantage. 

Source: EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

IATA CALLS FOR GREATER UPDTAKE OF E-FREIGHT 

At the Freighters and Belly World conference in Budapest, IATA’s head of e-freight Guillaume 
Drucy called for companies throughout the supply chain to fully embrace e-freight as a cost-
saving and competitiveness measure.  It was noted that, according to the World Economic 
Forum, an estimated 60% to 80% increase in cross-border sales can be achieved by reducing 
trade barriers. In air freight it estimates a 1% increase in international trade as a consequence 
of moving from paper to electronic procedures. 
 
WEF and IATA research estimates that e-freight cutting a day from transit times would save 
shippers $4.2bn – $2.8bn from lower inventory stock requirements and $1.4bn from a lower 

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-1065_en.htm?locale=en
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cost of capital. They would also enjoy the 1% increase in trade, adding approximately $5.2bn 
to their bottom lines. 
 
Carriers would enjoy 40% of $1.7bn in savings, while forwarders would benefit from the 
remaining 60% – and both would gain from the consequent $1.8bn increase in trade.  
Mr Drucy argued against making the e-Air Way Bill mandatory, saying that the regulations, 
investment and technology must be in place before any such move is taken, which IATA 
cannot order. Mr Drucy noted that other documents besides the AWB were already being 
made electronic. He said that the industry was on course to reach the target of 22% eAWBs by 
the end of this year. According to IATA, it has now reached 19.4% globally, with acceleration 
four times higher than it was this time last year. More than 1,300 forwarders have now signed 
the multilateral e-AWB agreement. 
 
For the full article: THE LOADSTAR 30/09/14 
 

AIR FREIGHT VOLUMES INCREASE BUT ECONOMIC OUTLOOK SHAKY 

IATA data shows air freight volumes continuing to make solid gains on a year ago, supported 
by economic improvements in some regions, but high jet fuel prices and weakness in yields 
continue to place downward pressure on financial performance. 
 
Emerging Asia trade volumes have rebounded after weakness in Q1, according to IATA Cargo 
eChartbook Q3 (pdf), and consumers in the US are more optimistic about future economic 
performance. These developments have supported growth in demand for air-transported 
commodities like semi-conductors. However, in Europe consumer confidence and trade 
activity have weakened due to the Russia-Ukraine crisis, which could weaken air freight 
demand in months ahead.  
 
Business confidence continues to point to expansion, but rates of improvements are still 
weaker than 2013 year-end. Although jet fuel prices have eased slightly, they remain high at 
about $120/bb, and yields show no improvement on a year ago, continuing to put strain on 
financial performance. Yields could weaken further as new aircraft deliveries come into service 
in 2014. Nevertheless, consistent with more supportive demand conditions in some regions, 
cargo heads surveyed in July expect growth in traffic and yields to pick-up during the year 
ahead. 
 
Source: IATA 

ACC3 DEADLINE PASSES WITHOUT MAJOR COMPLICATIONS 

The European Union (EU) marked 1 July 2014 as the deadline for air cargo or mail carriers 
operating into the Union from a third country airport (ACC3) to get the appropriate validation. 
According to IATA, the date has passed with a very limited number of incidents and air cargo 
and mail continues to flow smoothly to and through Europe. 

Since 1 July 2014, all ACC3's are obliged to get their last points of departure to the EU and 
European Economic Area independently validated on compliance with the requirements set in 
EU REGULATION 185/2010. As of mid-2014, carriers have been able to secure the ACC3 status 
allowing them to continue transporting cargo and mail from third countries from more than 
15,000 last points of departure. 

http://theloadstar.co.uk/e-freight-2paperless/?utm_source=The+Loadstar+daily+email&utm_campaign=41a6e74055-9_30_2014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c4570e43d4-41a6e74055-125888229
http://www.iata.org/whatwedo/Documents/economics/eChartbook-Q3-2014.pdf
http://www.iata.org/whatwedo/Documents/economics/eChartbook-Q3-2014.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/security/legislation_en.htm
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While many carriers flying into the EU have already secured their ACC3 status for the five 
coming years, others obtained an up to six-month temporary accreditation after July, because 
of reasons beyond their responsibility. In many cases, the carrier already provided its ACC3 
validation report to the EU Member State authority in charge, and this organisation is in the 
process of reviewing it. In a few cases, State-level discussions are taking place concerning the 
application of the ACC3 regulation. 

In parallel, a growing number of regulated agents, mostly ground handlers and freight 
forwarders, are being validated as foreseen by the EU Regulation 185/2010. For them, getting 
the EU validation guarantees that the security supply chain remains unbroken. Many shippers 
have also been validated as Known Consignors. These validations help them driving cost 
savings and increasing their reputation. The validation of the compliance to this EU regulation 
benefits in the end to the complete air cargo supply chain. 

CLECAT is closely following the implementation of the ACC3 regulations, particular with regard 
to Regulated Agents’ access to information on ACC3 designations. 

Source: IATA 
 

CUSTOMS 
 

TIR BETWEEN THE EU AND RUSSIA 
 
Further to the Commission’s announcement that it was preparing a proposal for a Council 
Decision suspending TIR between the EU and Russia’, CLECAT and ESC (European Shippers 
Council) called on the EU decision makers to move forward with caution.  From the traders’ 
perspective there are serious doubts if the current problems can justify the proposed 
Commission response to the Russian restrictions in relation to TIR, which are considered to be 
in breach of the TIR Convention.  More specifically freight forwarders are concerned that the 
measures, which in the given sensitive political climate may be perceived as economic 
sanctions, may lead to counter-measures which could possibly be far more serious than the 
surmountable problems industry experiences today.   
 

ENFORCEMENT OF CONTROLS ON IMPORT OF CERTAIN FEED AND FOOD OF NON-NATURAL 

ORIGIN 
 
The Commission published a STAFF WORKING DOCUMENT on the enforcement by national 
customs authorities of REGULATION (EC) NO 669/2009 implementing Regulation (EC) No 
882/2004 as regards the increased level of official controls on imports of certain feed and food 
of non-animal origin.  
 
The objective of this Commission Staff Working Document is to set out a comprehensive 
summary of the procedure that must be applied by customs authorities in order to ensure the 
enforcement of Regulation (EC) No 669/2009 correctly and consistently throughout the EU. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/customs/customs_controls/risk_management/customs_eu/com_2014_252_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:02009R0669-20140701&qid=1412343911354&from=EN
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IMO PUSHES SHIPPING TOWARDS MANDATORY ELECTRONIC CARGO DATA 
 
International shipping has taken a step towards a more efficient, digital future after an 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) committee approved new rules that could make it 
mandatory to exchange cargo and other information electronically.  
 
After a five-year review process, the IMO’s Facilitation Committee approved a revised annex 
to the Convention on Facilitation of International Maritime Traffic (FAL). If the review is 
adopted at the Committee’s next session, scheduled for March/April 2016, this would 
introduce the mandatory electronic exchange of information relating to cargo, crew and 
passengers. The new rules could then enter into force 15 months after adoption.  
 
The FAL convention includes, in its annex, ‘Standards’ and ‘Recommended Practices’ on 
formalities, documentary requirements and procedures that should be applied on arrival, stay 
and departure to the ship itself, and to its crew, passengers, baggage and cargo.  
 
One aspect of the revised Annex would oblige public authorities to establish systems for the 
electronic exchange of information within a period of three years after the adoption of the 
amendments.  “There would be a transitional period of not less than 12 months from the date 
of the introduction of such systems to make the use of electronic transmissions mandatory, 
during which period paper and electronic documents would be allowed,” said an IMO 
statement.  
 
Another recommended practice would be the use of a ‘single window’ concept to enable all 
the information required by public authorities in connection with the arrival, stay and 
departure of ships, persons and cargo, to be submitted without duplication.  
Lloyds' Lloyding List  
 

GENERAL  
 
 

DANISH GOVERNMENT PUSHING TO INTEGRATE TRANSPORT SECTOR INTO THE EU ETS    
 
T&E Bulletin reported this week that the Danish government has asked EU leaders to endorse 
the inclusion of the transport sector into the EU emissions trading system (ETS) when they 
discuss climate and energy policy at the European Council summit on 23-24 October.  
 
According to Denmark the transfer of all fossil energy use from the non-ETS sector into the ETS 
sector ‘will increase the coverage of the ETS and the ETS allowance price signal from 45% of EU 
emissions to almost 80% from 2020.’  
 
T&E and TNO argue against this policy because it would weaken the ETS, delay emissions 
reduction and undermine more effective climate policies for transport like efficiency 
standards. A recent TNO  study for the European Commission concludes that including 
transport sector into the EU ETS would be effective only if there was a ‘a CO2 price of at least 
€100 per tonne’. 
 
Source: T&E BULLETIN October 2014 
 

http://www.lloydsloadinglist.com/freight-directory/sea/imo-pushes-shipping-towards-mandatory-electronic-cargo-data/20018118393.htm#.VC6eX2wcT5c
http://www.transportenvironment.org/publications/three-reasons-why-road-transport-ets-bad-idea
https://www.tno.nl/index.cfm
https://www.tno.nl/index.cfm
http://www.transportenvironment.org/news/denmark-pushing-include-transport-ets
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

CLECAT MEETINGS  
 
Security Institute 

 22 October (morning), Genoa, Italy 
Air Freight Institute 

 22 October (afternoon) , Genoa, Italy 
Maritime Institute  

 23 October (morning) , Genoa, Italy 
NEW Sustainable Logistics Working Group  

 5 November (morning) 
Road Institute  

 5 November  (afternoon) , Brussels  
Rail Institute  

 6 November  (morning) , Brussels  
FREIGHT FORWARDERS FORUM  

 6 November, WCO, Brussels 
Board and General Assembly  

 7 November, WCO, Brussels 
Customs Institute  

 21 November, Brussels (provisional) 
 
OTHER MEETINGS/EVENTS with CLECAT PARTICIPATION  
 
IRU Road conference  

 9 October, Brussels 
ELP Lunch European Parliament 

 14 October Brussels  
European Forum of Logistic Clusters  

 14 & 15 October, Brussels  
FIATA World Congress 

 14 -18 October, Istanbul 
 

European Parliament  
 
Transport and Tourism Committee Meeting 

 13 October Brussels  
DRAFT AGENDA  

 
Plenary Session 

 8-9 October 

 20-23 October 
 
Council    
Transport Council 

 8 October (provisional)  

 3 December (provisional) 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=COMPARL&reference=TRAN-OJ-20141013-1&format=XML&language=EN&secondRef=01

